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finereader does a good job of converting scanned documents to pdf, but it produces far
fewer pdfs than kofax power pdf. that's because finereader doesn't allow you to use the
conversion routine from pdf to tiff, jpg, bmp, png, etc. the company says that it plans to
add this functionality in the future. although finereader should produce more pdfs, its
conversion routines are slower than kofax's, which means that the pdfs produced by

finereader will be slower to convert to other formats. finereader 11 can convert scanned
pdfs to word, excel, powerpoint, or any other office open xml file format. this is a killer

feature for anyone who needs to convert scanned documents to other formats. the built-
in pdf annotations are fine for drawing freehand annotations, but you'll have a better
experience if you use adobe acrobat. some of the features, like adobe's smart select,
are only available in the higher-priced versions of finereader. there's no support for

adobe's pdf watermarker program or adobe's pdf sign tool, but you can save a copy of
any signature that you create in the pdf. finereader has a rather limited tool palette for
working with fonts. apart from the ability to change font styles, the ability to add, delete

and edit truetype and type 1 fonts, or add, delete or change the truetype and type 1 anti-
aliasing options, is the only way to add or change fonts. even though this is a paid app,
adobe has made it very easy to convert the results of finereader's ocr engine to text.
you can open up a word or excel document and save it directly from the finereader
conversion pane. there's no need to open up the original document or ocr it again.
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if you're planning on digitizing old paper documents or scanned images of documents,
you can easily annotate them using the same tools. for example, you can highlight,

highlight with a color, and underline text. on the other hand, you can also change the
font and size, and even add sticky notes. in the future, we expect to see some

interesting additions in terms of pdf editing that will improve this tool. for instance, we
expect to see updates to better support pdfs with embedded fonts. for the time being,

fast pdf text extractor is a good, quick, and easy solution for scraping text from pdfs. for
some time, we've recommended iskysoft's pdf up, but while it still excels in the basic pdf-
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editing and conversions, it's no longer a top pick. back in 2012, we recognized that it
lacks pdf editing features that proved problematic, as well as the ability to import and
create files from scratch. both were patched in an update in august, and we've since
resumed recommending it. for now, though, fast pdf text extractor wins the award for

best stand-alone pdf editor. please take caution in ensuring the file is placed in the
correct file directory. following these instructions carefully should resolve your

frintegration.x64.15.dll error, but we recommend running a brief check. confirm that the
error is resolved by attempting to open abbyy finereader 11 and / or conducting the

operation that triggers the issue. finereader can convert images of text to text in
multiple formats: doc, rtf, txt, html, xhtml, txt, html, and pdf. the conversion process is
not completely reliable; many images of text fail, and when it does work, it's often only

usable for basic purposes. 5ec8ef588b
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